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Executive Summary
This report details my comparisons of the Crunch Video Optimization technology against
five other technologies. As shown in the table, as applied in these tests, Crunch’s technology
produced substantially lower bitrates than all other tested technologies while producing
similar quality as measured by the Structured Similarity Index metric (SSIM).

Table 1 - Overall data rate and SSIM comparisons

Background
Video is a bulky medium even after compression using modern codecs like H.264, HEVC,
and VP9. Traditionally, video has been encoded using a single encoding ladder, producing a
relatively similar data rate for all encoded videos irrespective of encoding complexity. This
necessarily encodes some videos at a higher data rate than is necessary, which wastes bandwidth and limits the viewing quality of experience (QoE) of remote viewers. Fixed ladders
also encode some videos at too low a data rate, limiting video quality and reducing QoE.
Optimization technologies (also called per-title encoders) analyze each video file and encode at a data rate and configuration that optimizes quality for that video. These technologies encode easy to compress videos at lower data rates, saving bandwidth and allowing
high resolution videos to be distributed to those on slower connections. Conversely, hard to
encode videos are encoded at a higher data rate, improving quality and QoE.

How We Tested

For these tests, we encoded fifteen videos ranging in duration from one minute to eight minutes and compared the top quality clip in the encoding ladder produced by each technology.
Specifically, we measured the video data rate and quality using the SSIM metric.

Table 2 - Mapping SSIM scores to subjective ratings

By way of background, SSIM is a video quality metric that produces a score that can be used
to approximate subjective quality ratings. The table above is from a research paper entitled,
SSIM-based Video Admission Control and Resource Allocation Algorithms
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(http://bit.ly/ssim_map). As you can see in Table 2, scores between 0.95 - 0.99 may contain
perceptible, but not annoying impairments.

As a practical matter, and as you’ll see in more detail below, it’s almost impossible to achieve
a score of 0.99 when encoding at data rates necessary for streaming delivery. For this reason, most producers target encoding configurations that can achieve an average SSIM score
of 0.95 or above to avoid annoying impairments.
Here were the encoding procedures deployed for the various technologies.

Crunch encoding - The Crunch encoder algorithm analyzes video to determine the best
tradeoff between quality and bit rate size for a specific use case. In this case, we supplied the
test files and Crunch produced optimized results while tuning the system to produce quality
that equaled or exceeded an SSIM rating of 0.96. One strength in the Crunch system is to target a specific SSIM level which the system will undertake to achieve. As you can see in Table
1, in the fifteen test files, Crunch averaged an SSIM rating of 0.9648.
Brightcove - Brightcove’s Context Aware Encoding (CAE) is a feature of the Brightcove
online video platform and Zencoder cloud encoding platform (bit.ly/BC_CAE). CAE offers
multiple configuration options and we used settings that had delivered competitive
performance in previous per-title encoding comparisons that did not involve Crunch.

Capped CRF - Capped CRF (for Constant Rate Factor) is an encoding technique available
using the x264 codec and FFmpeg. For these tests, we encoded the files using a CRF value
of 23, which is the FFmpeg default. There are multiple configuration options that could be
modified with Capped CRF and we used settings that had delivered competitive performance in previous per-title encoding comparisons that did not involve Crunch.

Capella - Capella Systems is the developer of the Cambria FTC encoder which offers a
feature called Source Adaptive Bitrate Ladder (SABL) that we used to produce the comparative clips (bit.ly/CS_SABL). Like Capped CRF, SABL offers several configuration options and
we deployed commercially reasonable settings that had delivered competitive results in
previous comparisons that did not involve Crunch.

JWPlayer - JWPlayer is an online video platform that offers per-title encoding. We uploaded
the clips to the JWPlayer platform and downloaded the highest quality file in the encoding
ladder for comparison. The JWPlayer encoder is a black box with no customer facing configuration options at our level of service, though these may be available for larger customers.

Mux Labs - Mux Labs has encoding service that uses a machine-learning based per-title encoding algorithm (bit.ly/mux_pt). We uploaded the clips to Mux and downloaded the highest
quality video file in the encoding ladder for comparison. The Mux Labs encoder is a black
box with no customer facing configuration options at our level of service, though these may
be available for larger customers.
This report was sponsored by Crunch Media Works who had input into the selection of test
clips and test procedures, though positive results were in no way guaranteed.
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Comparison with Brightcove
Table 3 shows the test clips in four categories, Animation, Movie-ish, Other Business and
Sports. On the right, SSIM scores with a green background exceed the 0.95 threshold
discussed above; those with a red background fall below that threshold (see next page). As
you can see, neither Crunch nor Brightcove fell beneath this threshold.

Table 3 - Crunch compared to Brightcove

Overall, the Crunch encoded clips had a data rate 24% lower than Brightcove while the SSIM score
was only .0086 lower.
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Comparison with Capped CRF
Table 4 shows how Crunch compared with Capped CRF. As you can see, the Capped CRF encoding of the Sponge Bob trailer shows a red background, indicating a score lower than the
0.95 threshold set for perceptible but not annoying impairments in Table 2.

Table 4 - Crunch compared to Capped CRF

Overall, Crunch produced an average data rate 37% lower than Capped CRF with an SSIM
rating that was just 0.0039 points lower, making the clips visually indistinguishable.
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Comparison with Capella Systems
Table 5 shows how Crunch compares with Capella’s Source Adaptive Bitrate Ladder, which
fell below the 0.95 threshold twice. While it’s possible that a different configuration would
eliminate these red marks, they would also likely increase the overall data rate, which is
already 27% higher than Crunch.

Table 5 - Crunch compared to Capella Systems

Despite the 27% lower data rate, Crunch’s average SSIM score as actually 0.0024 of a point
higher. Obviously indistinguishable visually, but impressive nonetheless.
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Comparison with JWPlayer
JWPlayer fell below the 0.95 threshold once, but the overall data rate was 26% higher than
Crunch, while the average SSIM score was only 0.0046 of a point higher, which would be
clearly indistinguishable to viewers.

Table 6 - Crunch compared to JWPlayer

In Movie-ish clips, Crunch proved particularly strong, posting a 37% lower data rate than
JWPlayer with an SSIM average score only 0.0075 lower.
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Comparison with Mux
Mux is the newest service in the group, and it appears more tuned for viewing quality than
bandwidth savings. Like Crunch, Mux never fell below the 0.95 threshold, but Crunch averaged about 50% the bandwidth of the Mux files and averaged only 0.0124 of a point behind
in SSIM quality.

Table 7 - Crunch compared to Mux
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Summary and Conclusion
With this as background, let’s take another look at Table 1. As you can see, Crunch delivered
substantial savings compared to all other technologies while remaining visually
indistinguishable as measured by SSIM scores with anecdotal subjective verification.

Table 1 (redux) - Summary of results

The ability to tune the Crunch algorithm for a specific SSIM result allows publishers to achieve
their own targeted quality/bandwidth tradeoff. This is another strength of the Crunch technology.
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